KMedic Drill Bit Case

Description:
The KMedic® Drill Bit Case provides easy access and can hold up to 19 5" (127 mm) Jacobs chuck* drill bits.

- Reduce OR footprint: Lid folds back and holds the case upright
- Prevent drill bit damage: Tray lowers and holds drill bits in place when closing lid
- Prevent accidental opening: Top of case locks when closed
- Quick identification: Drill bit sizes and part numbers are clearly noted on the inside of case°F / 132°C

EASY TO CLEAN

- Innovative one-piece design eliminates the risk of losing drill bits
- Anodized aluminum case is lightweight, yet built to withstand abuse
- Fully autoclavable to 270°F / 132°C

Case holds 2 each of the 5" (127 mm) Jacobs chuck drill bits (1 each of size 6.0 mm)

5.5 x 4.25 x 1.75" (140 x 108 x 45 mm)

To order this product, please call:

**866-246-6990**

To order this product, please call:

**800-387-9699**
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